
ThinkSmart Bar XL

As organizations consider new ways to connect 
in-office and remote workers, innovative and 
intuitive collaboration tools and accessories will 
become critical to their success. 

When paired with a compute, such as ThinkSmart 
Hub or ThinkSmart Edition Tiny, or when used 
alone as a standard plug-and-play device, the new 
ThinkSmart Bar XL transforms your meeting into 
an immersive, productive space where people 
feel as if they are all in the same room. As an 
enterprise-grade sound bar purpose-built with 
meeting room-based video conferencing in mind, 
ThinkSmart Bar XL is certified for Microsoft Teams 
Rooms and Zoom Rooms.  

With its outstanding audio quality, exceptional 
scalability, and plug-and-play manageability, 
ThinkSmart Bar XL easily and efficiently connects 
today’s workforces in the office and beyond. Mic pod is only available for 

X-Large room solution and beyond.1



OUTSTANDING SOUND

Enjoy calls and video conferences where everyone is heard loud and clear thanks 
to ThinkSmart Bar XL’s stereo speakers that delivers loudness with lifelike clarity. 
Four built-in mics with 180-degree wide-angle coverage make for a truly immersive 
meeting room audio experience, while integrated DSP noise cancellation eliminates 
distracting echoes and background noises. 

SUPER SCALABILITY

From huddle rooms to boardrooms to home offices, ThinkSmart Bar XL has the 
speaker and mic range of 8.5m to accommodate a wide range of room sizes. Up to 
two additional satellite mics with 6m cable are available with purchase of X-Large 
room solution.  

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

From its sophisticated design to its compatibility with Microsoft Teams Rooms 
and Zoom Rooms, ThinkSmart Bar XL fits seamlessly into any office environment. 
Its lightweight form factor allows for a simple setup as a standalone device or 
mounted to a wall or TV. Manageability is just as easy—simply activate and manage 
ThinkSmart Bar XL as a plug-and-play device using the ThinkSmart Manager 
console.2 Users can also download a configuration app when ThinkSmart Bar XL is 
not connected to a ThinkSmart compute with ThinkSmart Manager.2

1Mic pod is only available for X-Large room solution and beyond.
2ThinkSmart Manager is available with the purchase of a ThinkSmart compute, such as ThinkSmart Hub or ThinkSmart Edition Tiny. When used as a standalone device, a configuration 
app is available via download in ThinkSmart Manager. A ThinkSmart compute is not required to set up a ThinkSmart Manager account. 
3Supports Bluetooth connectivity via phone only. Does not support Bluetooth via PC. 
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ThinkSmart Bar XL specifications 
SPEAKERS
Loudness up to 97dB
Power output 20+20W with 4 speaker units
Built-in DSP for echo and noise-cancellation
Speaker frequency range 250Hz to 20KHz

MICROPHONES
4x built-in mics with 180° coverage
Range up to 8.5m+1

Microphone frequency range 300Hz to 8KHz
Supports up to x2 mic pods1

BUILT-IN BUTTONS
Power, mute, Bluetooth, volume up/down

CONNECTIVITY 
USB 2.0, USB-C connector
Bluetooth 5.03 (A2DP, SBC, MPEG-4, AAC) 

DIMENSIONS (W X H X D)
800 x 55 x 90 mm

WEIGHT
1.9 kg

MOUNTING 
Standalone (tabletop)
Wall and TV mounting options

CERTIFICATION
Microsoft Teams Rooms Certified
Zoom Rooms Compatible

COMPATIBLE WITH

WARRANTY
Lenovo Standard 3-year Warranty

Mic pod is only available for 
X-Large room solution and beyond.

Mic pod is only available for 
X-Large room solution and beyond.1


